With almost 150 geo-tagged blue plaques published by the Leeds Civic Trust, this is a dataset definitely worth checking out, whilst also providing a fantastic insight into the history of Leeds. Are you using this data? We want to hear about it! http://tinyurl.com/h08sy2t

Are you trying to get to grips with your data? Having difficulty making sense of it but lack the expertise, time or resources? If so, get in touch with our team to discuss publishing your data on Leeds Data Mill and put the challenge out to one of the biggest digital communities outside London!

http://tinyurl.com/jjkk5ke

On 23rd February, Leeds City Council held a social housing innovation lab with the aim of developing a prototype to make it easier for service users to bid for council properties. The 4 submissions are currently being evaluated, however as a taster, you can check out Tom Forth’s (ODI associate) contribution here:

http://tinyurl.com/jhsaufm

Hosted by ODI Leeds on the 11th and 12th March, #Floodhack16 provided a great opportunity for collaboration, investigation and development of solutions to the recent flooding. The turnout was amazing with some really productive work taking place.

A follow up session will be arranged in May. To find out more click here: http://tinyurl.com/zqb7td5

We’d like to say thank you to everyone who has contributed to Leeds Data Mill. We’re grateful for the kind comments from the many people and organisations. Here are just a few...

Great job on the Data Mill, a very impressive feat! Surrey County Council

I have started using the Business Rates dataset you provide at Leeds Data Mill - It is great - the best Business Rates dataset I have seen from any LA. Cushman&Wakefield

Opportunities are now available to sponsor the Leeds Data Mill website and other online channels, Leeds City Council Innovation Labs and prototype development.

Get your brand out to a audience of innovators, digital entrepreneurs and civic-minded individuals, SMEs and businesses.

For further information about this exciting opportunity, get in touch! Email our team at open.data@leeds.gov.uk, @leedsdatamill or give us a call on 0113 3784575.

#FLOODHACK16

BRINGING LEEDS HISTORY ALIVE

LETS GET DIGITAL

LEEDS BEST

Check out the Leeds Beer Quest dataset which lists all pubs visited in Leeds city centre by BBQ founders Rich Daley and Emily Axel who review and rate the pubs. Could you do something with the data or don’t agree with their ratings? Get in touch @leedsbeerquest.

Check out the dataset here: http://tinyurl.com/zmb3qja

Leeds Digital Festival is back and it will be bigger and better than ever. There will be a range of events held between 25th and 30th April celebrating Leeds’s digital culture. The festival this year will be partnering with the award winning Live at Leeds music festival.

Leeds Data Mill is co-hosting the ODI Leeds and Friends open day at ODI Leeds so make sure you get your tickets! For a full round up of all events taking place click here: http://www.leedsdigitalfestival.org/

#FLOODHACK16

WELL DONE LEEDS

Leeds Blue Plaques in Numbers

149 Total number of blue plaques

43 Post code with the most plaques (LS1)

1987 Date first blue plaque erected